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Abstract

A commercial catch per unit effort (CPUE) index of squid biomass was produced based on 1977-1999 squid by-catch from
the directed fishery for silver hake (Merluccius bilinearis) during July on the Scotian Shelf (Subarea 4). Although this index
was not standardized to account for variation in fleet composition, it was included with 3 other input variables in multiple
regression analysis with SA 3+4 squid catch as the dependent variable. Other regressors included squid biomass and body size
from July Scotian Shelf surveys as well as an environmental index. The CPUE index did not contribute significantly in explaining
variation in catch, but a final model which included the July survey biomass index and mean weight, as well as spring ice extent,
accounted for considerably more of the variation in annual catch than any single-variable model.

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to attempt to develop an early-season predictive model of short-finned squid abundance level in
Subareas 3+4 using several indices. Initially, commercial catch and effort data from the international fishery for silver hake, squid
and argentine are analysed toward establishing a CPUE index. The resultant CPUE index is then included with 3 other indices in a
multiple regression analysis toward predicting annual catch level early in the fishing season.

Materials and Methods

Annual Subarea 3+4 squid catch was assumed to reflect annual abundance level since 1977, and was used as the dependent
variable in regression analysis. Catches for Subarea 3 are predominately derived from a directed small-boat jig fishery which is
prosecuted in shallow near-shore areas of insular Newfoundland. Subarea 4 catches are from the international bottom trawl fishery
for silver hake, squid and argentine on the Scotian Shelf. Commercial CPUE of squid in this Subarea 4 fishery is thought to  vary
considerably depending on the species for which effort is directed. Commercial catch and effort data, from fishing activity
monitored by observers since 1977, were compared among 3 categories of directed effort (squid, silver hake, and other species),
by month, toward developing an unbiased early-season CPUE index of squid abundance. Only a small portion of the annual
fishing activity was monitored by observers and used in this analysis.
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Two additional early-season predictors were available from July Scotian Shelf (Div. 4VWX) bottom trawl surveys. These include
a biomass index (kg/tow), and a mean body weight index (Dawe and Hendrickson, 1998; Hendrickson, 1999; NAFO, 1999, Dawe
et al. (this meeting).

An environmental variable was also selected as a fourth predictor for regression analysis. A variety of environmental
variables are known to be related to squid abundance level (Dawe et al., in press). The index selected for the current modelling
exercise was winter (Jan-Mar) sea ice area (sq. km.) because it represents a very early index.

The 4 regressors selected were:

SURVEY; July survey kg/tow
CPUE; July squid by-catch CPUE from the directed SA 4 silver hake fishery (kg/h)
WT; July SA 4 survey mean squid body wt (kg.)
ICE; Jan-Mar Northwest Atlantic area of sea ice extent (‘000 sq km.)

All  correlation and regression analysis was performed using SAS basics. The approach taken in developing the model was to
start with a full model including all 4 regressors and progressively eliminate unimportant variables until a final model is accepted.

Results and Discussion

Commercial CPUE Index

Commercial CPUE of squid from the Subarea 4 mixed-species fishery was variable but generally low in June of most years
(Fig.1). It increased considerably in July. Data were scanty or lacking in August. It was apparent, especially in July (Fig. 1),that
squid CPUE was much higher in the directed squid fishery than when effort was directed for silver hake or other species.
However it also appeared that annual trends were similar among all 3 categories of directed fishing. Annual trends in squid CPUE
agreed fairly well with July survey catch rates for both the squid and the silver hake directed fisheries (Fig. 2). However annual
effort levels were low and variable from the directed squid fishery. Therefore squid by-catch CPUE from the directed silver hake
fishery was selected for further consideration as a commercial index. Annual trends in CPUE were compared among the months
April- August (Fig. 3) toward identifying the earliest month which could provide a useful index. Annual trends for the months
earlier than July did not agree well with catch or July survey trends, due especially to high CPUE values for the period 1987-1999
relative to 1977-1981. The August series appeared to agree well with catch trends (Fig.4) as did a SA 4 September survey index.
However the August series is incomplete (Table 1) and relatively late. Therefore, the July CPUE series from the directed silver
hake fishery was selected for use in the modelling exercise.

Model Development

Simple correlation analysis (Table 2) showed that all 4 selected predictors were significantly correlated with annual catch.
The July survey biomass index and mean weight were especially strongly correlated with catch (p<0.001).

Annual July fishing effort levels varied considerably among years so the effect of weighting CPUE by effort was initially
investigated. The fit of regressions of CPUE on catch was only marginally improved when weighting was applied (r-square=0.33,
Table 4) versus unweighted regression (r-square=0.32). Therefore weighting was not applied in multiple regression analysis.

The full model, with 4 regressors, provided a highly significant fit and accounted for 71 percent of the variability in catch
(Table 5). However CPUE did not contribute significantly to the model (p=0.71) and so it was rejected. The resultant 3-regressor
model accounted for 70 percent of the variability in catch (Table 6) and was accepted as the final model. Although mean wt was
significant only at the 0.20 probability level it was retained in the final model because its rejection resulted in r-square declining
from 0.70 to 0.67.For comparison, a simple model with only survey biomass index as a single regressor accounted for only 49
percent of the variation in catch (Table 7) and that simple model did not fit the catch series as well as did the final model (Fig. 5).
Catches predicted by the final model tended to underestimate empirical values during years of high abundance and overestimate
those in years of low abundance, particularly in the past 3 years.
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